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Abstract: Tau, a natively unstructured protein that regulates the organization of neuronal microtubules, is
also found in high concentrations in neurofibrillary tangles of Alzheimer’s disease and other neurodegen-
erative disorders. The conformational transition between these vastly different healthy and pathological
forms remains poorly understood. We have measured residual dipolar couplings (RDCs), J-couplings, and
nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) in construct K18 of tau, containing all four repeat domains R1-
R4. NHN RDCs were compared with prediction on the basis of a statistical model describing the intrinsic
conformational sampling of unfolded proteins in solution. While local variation and relative amplitude of
RDCs agrees with propensity-based prediction for most of the protein, homologous sequences in each
repeat domain (DLKN, DLSN, DLSK, and DKFD in repeats R1-R4) show strong disagreement characterized
by inversion of the sign of the central couplings. Accelerated molecular dynamic simulations (AMD) in
explicit solvent revealed strong tendencies to form turns, identified as type I â-turns for repeats R1-R3.
Incorporation of the backbone dihedral sampling resulting from AMD into the statistical coil model closely
reproduces experimental RDC values. These localized sequence-dependent conformational tendencies
interrupt the propensity to sample more extended conformations in adjacent strands and are remarkably
resistant to local environmental factors, as demonstrated by the persistence of the RDC signature even
under harsh denaturing conditions (8 M urea). The role that this specific conformational behavior may play
in the transition to the pathological form is discussed.

Introduction

Natively unfolded proteins play key roles in the development
of neurodegenerative diseases,1 often characterized by the
transformation from soluble, physiological forms to aggregated,
pathological forms of the same protein.2 Amyloid plaques or
neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) found in brains of patients with
Alzheimer’s disease are fibrous assemblies made up of Aâ
peptide3 or microtubule associated protein (MAP) tau in the
form of paired helical filaments (PHFs).4 In its physiological
form tau is an intrinsically unfolded protein believed to regulate

the organization of neuronal microtubules.5 The molecular
mechanism associating the conformational behavior of tau in
solution with the process of pathological aggregation remains
poorly understood, principally due to the experimental difficul-
ties encountered when studying unfolded polypeptide chains
using classical tools of structural biology.

A number of isoforms of protein tau are found in Alzheimer
PHFs, varying in length from 352 to 441 amino acids.6 Three
or four imperfect repeat domains are present in the C-terminal
half of all isoforms. The repeat domains form the core of PHFs
and have been proposed to be largely responsible for PHF
assembly.7 Although tau is essentially hydrophilic, two short,
weakly hydrophobic hexapeptides occurring at the beginning
of the repeat domains 2 and 3 are known to play an essential
role in the formation of PHFs and were subsequently proposed
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as seeds of aggregation (Figure 1).8 Recent studies of the repeat
domains contained in constructs K18 and K19 used CD and
FTIR spectroscopy9 and subsequently NMR chemical shifts10,11

to identifyâ-sheet propensities in these peptides. These regions
were also shown to mediate the interaction with microtubules
and polyanions.10

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is uniquely suited to the
study of unfolded proteins in solution,12 giving access to site-
specific averages over all sampled conformations of the
ensemble.13-15 In particular residual dipolar couplings (RDCs)16

report on time and ensemble-averaged conformations17-19 and
can be used to understand both the structure and dynamics of
disordered proteins.20,21 RDCs are sensitive to the presence of
structure in flexible chains at levels that are difficult to detect
using other techniques and offer an increasingly promising tool
to determine quantitative levels of order in unfolded proteins.22-25

Following from previous NMR studies of tau protein in
solution,10,11,26,27in this study we use RDCs to characterize
conformational behavior in the K18 construct of the protein.

We recently developed a statistical coil model, termed
flexible-meccano (FM), for the prediction of experimental
properties of disordered proteins in solution.28 FM describes
the intrinsic conformational sampling of unfolded proteins by
constructing an ensemble from randomly sampled residue-
specificφ/ψ propensities present in a folded protein database.
Close agreement was found between experimental and simulated
RDCs for a number of unfolded proteins, establishing FM as a
basic tool for studying unfolded proteins in solution.29

Although statistical sampling from structural databases is well
suited to the study of highly disordered systems such as natively
unfolded proteins, local conformational preferences that diverge
from predicted behavior cannot easily be characterized from
such an analysis. Examples of this kind of behavior are found
here in four homologous regions of the construct K18 of tau
protein, manifest as local inversion of the sign of measured
RDCs. To study the molecular basis of these specific structural
propensities, we have complemented the FM approach with
state-of-the-art molecular simulation techniques. While classical
molecular dynamics (MD) calculations are routinely used to
simulate fast stochastic motions in the sub-microsecond range
in folded proteins, we have used a biased-potential simulation
approach, known as accelerated MD,30 to statistically sample
the much larger conformational subspace available to unfolded
proteins. The backbone dihedral angle distributions extracted
from simulation are then incorporated into the FM molecular
construction algorithm. This combination of molecular simula-
tion and statistical conformational sampling provides rare insight
into the structure and dynamics of tau protein and holds great
promise for the study of unfolded proteins in general.

Results and Discussion

Tau aggregation from the healthy, unfolded form to patho-
logical filament-forming PHFs is driven by a transition from
unfolded toâ sheet structure.31 Recent studies have identified
two hexapeptides, located around the second and third repeat
sequences in the core region of tau (275VQIINK 280 and 306-
VQIVYK 311 in repeats R2 and R3, respectively), that are
sufficient for PHF formation, represent a minimal tau-tau
interaction motif,9 and have been shown to mediate the
interaction of tau with microtubules (Figure 1).10 Understanding
the native behavior of the core domain of the intrinsically
unfolded form of tau in solution is therefore critical to
identifying the basis of this conformational transition. Here we
have measured NHN RDCs in strained gels, interproton nuclear
Overhauser enhancement (NOE), and3JNH-RH couplings from
K18, a construct comprising all four repeat domains and
therefore containing the key regions responsible for both normal
and pathological activity (Figure 2). Note that in this figure we
present RDCs in an inverted form, to facilitate comparison with
the other experimental measurements.

The expected distribution of RDCs in unfolded proteins21 is
globally followed in K18, with negative couplings throughout
the chain. The experimental data nevertheless present notable
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Figure 1. Tau protein and K18. (A) Position of the K18 construct with
respect to the htau40 isoform of tau. Tau contains four pseudorepeat domains
(R1-R4) involved in binding microtubules and forming the core of PHFs.
The position of the amino acids showing specific conformational behavior
on the basis of RDCs is shown. The position of hexapeptides at the start of
repeats R2 and R3 are shown as gray boxes. (B) Primary sequence of the
K18 construct, showing the position of repeat domains 1-4, containing
30-31 residues each. The position of hexapeptides at the start of repeats
R2 and R3 are shown in bold type.
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characteristics, with larger amplitude RDCs occurring in the
four regions at the beginning of the repeats, 248-252, 275-
283, 306-314, and 337-342. The two central strands cor-

respond to the weakly hydrophobic repeat regions previously
estimated to exhibitâ-sheet propensities on the basis of CD,
FTIR,9 and NMR secondary chemical shifts.10 Large negative

Figure 2. Summary of experimental data measured from the K18 construct of tau. Three regions exhibiting large negative RDC values (indicating extended
structure) are highlighted in yellow. Inverted RDC values (turn propensity) are indicated in blue. (A) RDCs measured in polyacrylamide gel (black) compared
to secondary3J(HNHR)-coupling values (red). (B) RDCs measured in polyacrylamide gel (black) compared to HN

i-HR
i-1 NOE cross-peak intensities (magenta)

relative to diagonal cross-peak intensity. (C) CR secondary chemical shift differences from random coil values,10 indicating occurrence of secondary structure
elements, are depicted as comparison. (D) Isotropic and anisotropic (aligned in polyacrylamide gel) doublets from K18.
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RDCs are associated with locally more extended conformations,
due to the form of the angular probability function of the dipolar
orientation governing RDC averaging,∫P2(cosθ) dΩ. In more
extended parts of the chain the NH interaction direction will
tend to be perpendicular to the external field that is also the
direction of the longer axes of the anisotropic cavities in strained
gels. This function becomes more negative when moreâ-ex-
tended structures are populated. Larger RDCs measured in K18
are therefore in qualitative agreement withâ-sheet propensity
in these regions. A similar distribution of RDCs is found when
the protein is aligned in bacteriophage (Supporting Information),
with small differences probably due to additional electrostatic
alignment in this medium.32 In the following we will discuss
the somewhat simpler interpretation of gel-aligned RDCs.
Importantly the current results also indicate that all four repeat
domains contain homologous sites (L253-K254, L284-S285,
L315-S316, and L346-K347) exhibiting RDCs with inverted
sign. The occurrence of such sign inversion in unfolded chains
has been interpreted as an increase in local propensity to form
turns orR-helical conformations.22-24,33

Comparison of experimental3J couplings (dependent on the
distribution ofφ angles) with random coil prediction confirms
the presence of specific conformational behavior in these same
regions. While positive∆3JNH-HR (Jexp-Jrandom coil) values
dominate throughout, indicating a tendency toward extended
structure, low values, again indicative of turns, are found for
K254, N285, and S316. Notably, despite following the general
pattern of the measured RDCs elsewhere, sequential HR

i-1-
HN

i nOes measured along the chain do not show evidence of
differential behavior in these regions (vide infra).

Comparison with Prediction Using Flexible-Meccano.
Two similar approaches have been developed to describe local
conformational sampling in unfolded chains.28,34 One of these
approaches (FM) is used here to provide more detailed insight
into the local conformational behavior of K18. FM can be used
to predict RDCs in unfolded chains using statistical sampling
of amino-acid-specific conformations extracted from a structural
database. RDCs simulated using this approach are compared to
the experimentally measured values in Figure 3. Simulated
values are scaled by a common factor to match the experimental

points. Both local variation and relative amplitude of RDCs
along the sequence are broadly reproduced by prediction.
Inverted couplings measured in the vicinity of homologous
positions of the four regions L253-K254, L284-S285, L315-
S316, and L346-K347 are however not predicted by the model.
We conclude that conformational sampling in these regions is
more complex and is due to interactions that are not described
by residue-specific propensities.

In an initial approach we modified the FM algorithm to search
Ramachandran space at key amino acid positions. RDCs from
the fragment 270-300 were extracted from FM simulations of
the entire protein, in which the central amino acid, S285,
sampled different conformational wells. Figure 4 illustrates the
dependence of RDCs onφ/ψ sampling, with inverted signs of
NH RDCs inâ-extended andR-helical regions. Although this
analysis verifies that turn conformations can give rise to the
experimentally measured RDCs in these four regions, it is also
evident that unique descriptions of conformational sampling
cannot be extracted exclusively on the basis of NH RDCs. To
gain further insight into the specific behavior of these regions
and better understand the physical basis of the local conforma-
tional preferences, we have therefore used MD simulation
techniques. Due to the extensive conformational freedom
available to unfolded proteins, it is not clear whether experi-
mental parameters such as RDCs can be reproduced from
standard MD. Here we have used accelerated MD (AMD)
simulations in explicit water to predict the behavior of short
peptides centered on the positions of interest.

Accelerated Molecular Dynamics Simulations.AMD uses
biased potential sampling to enhance the probability of transition
between low-energy conformational states and therefore offers
an efficient method for accessing both longer time scale motions
and broader statistical sampling.30

Backbone dihedral sampling for regions in the vicinity of
the proposed turns is shown in Figure 5 and compared to the
sampling present in the database-dependent 50 000-strong FM
ensemble. Before analyzing regions where specific local struc-
tures are suspected, we verified that conformational sampling
from AMD generally reproduces the propensity-based popula-
tions in regions where the database conformations do reproduce
experimental RDCs. Examples are shown in Figure 5 where
φ/ψ populations of the amino acids preceding and succeeding
the regions of interest strongly resemble dihedral angle sampling
extracted from the FM analysis. Histograms of theψ-angle
distribution for these amino acids are shown in Figure 6.
Although exceptions exist, in particular P251 where AMD
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2005, 102, 13099-13104.

Figure 3. Residual dipolar couplings measured in K18 compared to FM simulation. Experimental NHN RDCs from tau K18 construct aligned in polyacrylamide
gel (thick line), compared to predicted NHN RDCs using the statistical coil model FM (thin line). The 50 000 conformations were simulated and RDCs
predicted using PALES. Average RDCs are uniformly scaled to reproduce experimental values. Only values for which experimental data are available are
shown. The position of the domains R1-R4 and H1, H2 are indicated. Experimental error is estimated at 0.2 Hz.
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predicts less extended sampling, for most of the amino acids
examined the distributions are similar.

Figures 5 and 6 also reveals that certain amino acids in these
four sequences show specific propensities that are significantly
different to the native propensities (Figures 5B and 6B).

Conformational sampling indicative of type Iâ turns for residues
{D283, L284, S285, N286} and{D314, L315, S316, K317} is
observed in repeats R2 and R3, with two consecutive conforma-
tions in theRR region of Ramachandran space, preceded and
succeeded by amino acids sampling more extended conforma-

Figure 4. Backbone conformational dependence of NHN RDCs. Top: Dependence of NHN RDCs in the range 271-300 on the local conformational
sampling of residue S285. The 50 000 conformers were calculated in each case. S285 sampled distributions are centered on theφ/ψ values shown, in
Gaussian wells of width 10°. All other amino acids obeyed native propensities. The red line indicates the position of S285. The experimental data are shown
in the inset (red). Also shown are effective orientations of NH vectors (yellow) in the presence ofâ-extended andR-helical conformations. Bottom:
Ramachandran plot showing conformational distribution drawn from the structural database. The most populated conformational regions discussed in the
text are indicated: polyproline II (PPII);â-extended (â); right-handedR helix (RR); left-handedR helix (RL).
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tions. The same pattern is seen for repeat 1, with L253 and
K254 populating the helical region, but preceding and following
residues more closely resembling their native propensities. In
contrast repeat R4 also samples a turn conformation but only
at the central residue K347. As the preceding residue tends to
more extended conformation, this motif is closest to a type VIII

â turn. Since the turns are formed by transition from extended
to RR region, it is not surprising that the HR

i-1-HN
i nOes are a

poor indicator of this transition.
We can determine whether the conformational sampling

observed from AMD is in agreement with the experimental data,
by replacing the standard amino-acid-specific propensities used

Figure 5. Conformational sampling from AMD and FM simulation. (A) Conformational sampling from the FM simulation for amino acids in the vicinity
of the regions exhibiting turn conformations, (251-256), (282-287), (313-318), and (344-349). (B) Sampling from the AMD simulation for the same
amino acids as shown in (A).
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in the FM algorithm with backbone conformations extracted
from the trajectory. AMD populations shown in Figure 5B were
used to replace the propensity-based sampling (Figure 5A) for
the tetrapeptides 252-255, 283-286, 314-317, and 345-348.
Database propensities were retained for all remaining residues,
and 50 000 conformers were constructed on the basis of this
hybrid sampling. The results (Figure 7) show that sampling from
AMD is indeed in agreement with the experimental RDCs, at
least for repeats R1-R3, indicating that not only the conforma-
tions but also their populations are accurately simulated.
Importantly, the simulations predict that the configurations of
the four regions involve specific conformational sampling in
up to four sequential amino acids. Analysis of the AMD
simulations failed to identify a unique interaction responsible
for the propensity of this generic sequence (DLKN, DLSN, and
DLSK in repeats R1-R3, respectively) to induce the observed
highly specific conformational properties. Rather a combination
of van der Waals obstruction and transient hydrogen bonds were
observed as principal factors. Nevertheless this striking result
illustrates the power of combining MD simulation and FM-based
statistical sampling.

These observations agree with previous NMR studies, where
chemical shift analysis identified propensity for turns in these
regions and slightâ-sheet propensity in the strands preceding
them.10 The simulation shown in Figure 7 explicitly incorporated
additionalâ-strand conformations at the levels indicated in the
previous publication (16% for the strand 274-283 (R2), 24%
for strand 306-313 (R3), and 13% for strand 336-345 (R4)).
Calculations run without these additional propensities resulted
in slightly decreased couplings in these regions (Supporting

Information). We have also run AMD simulations on these three
strands and see a slightly higher propensity for extended
conformations than found in the FM conformations (data not
shown).φ-dihedral angle dependent3JNH-HR couplings also
indicate the presence of turns (Figure 2). We have predicted
J-couplings from throughout the chain and compared these with
experimental coupling constants (Figure S4, Supporting Infor-
mation). The results demonstrate reasonable correlation, both
in the turn regions and in the rest of the chain. In addition
HR

i-2-HN
i distances between Q276-I278, D283-S285, S285-

V287, K309-V313, and D314-S316 were detected, indicating
more compact structures in these regions, in agreement with
turn conformations.

Finally to probe the stability of these observed structural
propensities, we have repeated RDC measurements on K18
dissolved in 8 M urea. Remarkably, the profile of experimental
RDCs is very similar (Supporting Information), with sign
inversion at the same positions. The sequence-dependent
propensity to form turns is therefore remarkably stable, persist-
ing even in the presence of extreme denaturing conditions.

â Turns in Tau: Inhibitor or Precursor of Filamentous
Structure? It is interesting to speculate on the role that these
conformational properties may play in the context of the
transition between healthy and pathological forms of tau. The
second and third turn regions, centered on S285 and S316,
immediately follow strands ofâ-sheet propensity (274-283,
306-313) containing known aggregation-nucleation sites that
are sufficient for formation of PHFs. Additional turn regions
are expected to exist due to the GGG motif present in the
terminal part of the 30 residue repeats, and this motif is preceded

Figure 6. ψ dihedral angle sampling from AMD and amino-acid specific propensities. (A) Histograms showing distribution of 500ψ angles from FM
(black) and AMD simulation (red) of the 8 N and C terminal amino acids of the regions shown in Figure 5A (bin width 9°). (B) Histograms showing
distribution of 500ψ angles from FM (black) and AMD simulation (red) of the 4 central amino acids of regions shown in Figure 5A,B in repeats R2 and
R3.
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by some transientâ-structure. Both repeats 2 and 3 therefore
contain some propensity for sheet-turn-sheet-turn motifs in
solution.â turns may play a role in disrupting the formation of
amyloid fibrils,35 in a similar way to proline residues. Indeed
the insertion of a proline into the hexapeptide motif in repeat
R3 has been shown to interruptâ-structure.36 It will therefore
be interesting to determine whether the observed turns are
present in the aggregated form of tau (some evidence exists for
this on the basis of EPR of spin-labeled tau aggregates)37 or
whether they represent an autoinhibitory mechanism to avoid
aggregation.

Long-range structural information reporting on the soluble
form of tau is available from FRET measurements that have
recently been used to demonstrate unusual proximity of sites
291 and 310 and 310 and 322.38 This is in qualitative agreement
with the presence of a turn at position 302 and the highly
populatedâ-turn at position S316 described here, even in the
presence of extended sampling either side of the motif. We have
also calculated an effective radius of gyration from the ensemble
shown here, equal to 35.5 Å, that turns out to agree with
experimentally derived values from SAXS studies (personal
communication with Dmitri Svergun).

Conclusions

Recent studies have shown the power of statistical coil models
to describe the intrinsic conformational sampling of unfolded
proteins. The question remained how one could address con-
formational sampling of disordered states when database ap-
proaches did not reproduce experimental data, due to more
complex transient conformational sampling. Simulation using
standard MD techniques presents a number of shortcomings,
in particular restricted sampling that could fail to interrogate
the vast phase space available to a disordered system. Here we
have used biased potential approaches that allow broader
statistical mechanical sampling of the conformational subspace
to study the structure and dynamics of four repeat regions of
tau whose conformational behavior clearly diverges from
prediction on the basis of simple amino-acid-specific propensi-
ties.

Four peptides in the repeat domains,252DLKN255, 283DLSN286,
314DLSK317, and 345DKFD348 show high propensities to form
turns. AMD strongly indicates that these sequences fold locally
and provide otherwise inaccessible detail of the nature of the
turn conformations and the participating amino acids. The
peptides in repeats 1-3 appear to adopt classical type Iâ turns
and reproduce experimental data very well, while the peptide
in repeat 4 resembles aâ VIII turn in the simulation but presents
poorer reproduction of experimental data. This sequence-
dependent structural propensity is remarkably resistant to local
environmental factors, as demonstrated by the persistent turn
behavior even under harsh denaturing conditions (8 M urea).
Importantly these turns all follow regions withâ-sheet propen-
sity, including hexapeptides occurring at the beginning of the
repeat domains R2 and R3 previously identified as potential
seeds of aggregation. Whether the strong propensity to form
turns represents an inhibitory mechanism present in the healthy
form, to avoid formation of continuousâ-fibrils for example,
or whether these structured regions are present in the pathologi-
cal form remains an open and crucially important question.

Methods

Experimental NMR Measurements.K18 protein expression and
backbone assignment have been described.10 15N-1H residual dipolar
couplings were measured in 7% uncharged polyacrylamide gels and
in Pf1 phages (5 mg/mL). The sequence of an IPAP-HSQC (16 scans,
1.2 ms as relaxations delay) was used39 and measured on a Bruker
800 DRX spectrometer. NOESY-HSQC (4 scans, relaxation delay 1.3
ms, mixing time 120 ms) was measured on a Bruker DRX 800
spectrometer. Spectra were recorded at 5°C and processed and analyzed
using NMRPipe40 and Sparky 3.41 3J(HN

iHR
i-1) couplings were measured

using quantitativeJ correlation (intensity modulated HSQC) on a Bruker
800 DRX spectrometer (32 scans, relaxation delay 1.2 ms, 2τ ) time
for evolution of3JHNHR ) 18 ms).42 Couplings were evaluated by using
the relationScross/Sdiag ) cos(π3JHNHR2τ). Random coil values were
subtracted from the couplings to gain direct indication of possible
secondary structure elements.43

Molecular Dynamics Simulations.Accelerated molecular dynamic
(AMD) simulations30 use biased potential sampling to enhance the
probability of transition between low-energy conformational states. The
methods have been presented previously and will be briefly described
here. Acceleration of dynamic events is provoked by defining a
reference or “boost” energy,Eb, lying above the minimum of the
potential energy surface. If the potential energyV(r) lies below this
boost energy, a bias potential is added to the actual potential, thus
accelerating exchange between low-energy conformational states and
in the case of unfolded proteins allowing more efficient conformational
sampling. The energy modification is given by

The extent of acceleration is determined by the choice of the boost
energy and the acceleration parameter,R. During the course of the
simulation the forces are recalculated for the modified potential.

(35) Hosia, W.; Bark, N.; Liepinsh, E.; Tjernberg, A.; Persson, B.; Hallen, D.;
Thyberg, J.; Johansson, J.; Tjernberg, L.Biochemistry2004, 43, 4655-
4661.

(36) von Bergen, M.; Barghorn, S.; Li, L.; Marx, A.; Biernat, J.; Heberle, J.;
Mandelkow, E.-M.; Mandelkow, E.J. Biol. Chem.2001, 276, 48165-
48174.

(37) Margittai, M.; Langen, R.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.2004, 101, 10278-
10283.

(38) Jeganathan, S.; von Bergen, M.; Brutlach, H.; Steinhoff, H.-J.; Mandelkow,
E. Biochemistry2006, 45, 2283-2293.

(39) Kontaxis, G.; Bax, A.J. Biomol. NMR2001, 20, 77-82.
(40) Delaglio, F.; Grzesiek, S.; Vuister, G. W.; Zhu, G.; Pfeifer, J.; Bax, A.J.

Biomol. NMR1995, 6, 277-293.
(41) Goddard, T. D.; Kneller, D. G.SPARKY 3; University of California: San

Francisco, CA.
(42) Permi, P.; Kilpela¨inen, I.; Annila, A.; Heikkinen, S.J. Biomol. NMR2000,

16, 29-37.
(43) Plaxco, K. W.; Morton, C. J.; Grimshaw, S. B.; Jones, J. A.; Pitkeathly,

M.; Campbell, I. D.; Dobson, C. M.J. Biomol. NMR1997, 10, 221-230.

Figure 7. Combined AMD and statistical coil prediction of RDCs. Shown
is the prediction of NHN RDCs from tau K18 construct using a combined
statistical coil/MD model (thin line) compared to experimental values (thick).
FM was used with specific sampling from the AMD calculation for strands
252-255, 283-286, 314-317, and 345-348. The 50 000 conformations
were simulated and RDCs predicted using PALES. Average RDCs are scaled
to reproduce the range of experimental values. The position of hexapeptides
H1 and H2 is indicated.

∆V(r) )
(Eb - V(r))2

R + (Eb - V(r))
(1)
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AMD simulations were performed for the 15-residue fragments
associated with the four regions of interest using an in-house modified
version of the sander module in AMBER8.44 Each system was solvated
by approximately 4000 TIP3P water molecules45 in a periodic box,
and the ff99SB force field was employed for the solute.46 Simulations
were carried out at 300 K using a value of 2.0 ps-1 for the collision
frequency and a time step of 2 fs. All bonds involving hydrogens were
constrained using the SHAKE algorithm.47 A cutoff of 10 Å was used
for nonbonded interactions, and long-range interactions were treated
with the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method.48

AMD simulations were performed for each system for 15× 106

steps and structures collected at 100-step intervals. Acceleration
was applied to the torsion force-field potential only. The boost energy
was set 800 kcal·mol-1 above the average dihedral angle energy
(obtained from an initial 500 ps MD simulation of the system), and
the acceleration parameter (R), at 200 kcal·mol-1. AMD simula-
tions were used to calculate free energy surfaces for the back-
bone dihedral angles. This procedure was repeated starting from
multiple different initial peptide structures using the same of level of
acceleration to identify the lowest energy regions of conforma-
tional space.

All φ/ψ pairs were collected for each residue. 2-dimensionalφ/ψ
normalized histograms were constructed as follows: Ramachandran
space was divided into 10° by 10° bins. Eachφ/ψ pair was allocated
appropriately. Canonical Boltzmann distributions were obtained by
multiplying eachφ/ψ point by its Boltzmann weighting factor (eâ∆E,
where∆E ) (Eb - V)2/(Eb - V + R). Free energy was calculated
using∆G ) -RT ln(Ni/N0), whereNi is the population of a particular
bin, N0 is the most populated bin, and the resulting global free energy
minimum by default is always 0 kcal·mol-1. Free energy surfaces were
interpolated and a random number generator used to obtain a sample
of 500 φ/ψ points that accurately represent the Boltzmann weighted
φ/ψ population.

Generation of the Conformational Ensemble and Prediction of
RDCs.Flexible-meccano (FM) uses a Monte Carlo sampling technique
based on amino-acid propensity and side chain volume. The details of
the algorithm have been presented elsewhere.28 Alignment tensors for
each conformer were calculated using PALES, an atomic resolution
approach to alignment tensor prediction.49 RDCs were calculated from
throughout the molecule using the same program.

Incorporation of Specific Ramachandran Sampling.FM calcula-
tions were also performed using specificφ/ψ distributions for the four
amino acids K254, S285, S316, and K347 in place of the standard
residue-specific distributions. Gaussian distributions with standard
deviation of 10° centered on values ranging from-180° to +180° in
steps of 60° were used for bothφ and ψ. In total 36 entire FM
simulations were performed. Calculations were also performed using
2000φ/ψ pairs for residues extracted from the accelerated molecular
dynamics simulations of four quindecapeptides with amino acids K254,
S285, S316, and K347 in the central position. The effective radius of
gyration was calculated from the ensemble using previously described
methods.28
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